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How Do I Use 
Quantify QM

Quantify Quality Management (or Quantify QM) is used for call quality monitoring and performance 
assessment. Quantify QM helps you to assess, record, maintain, and improve customer service quality.

This Quick Question topic provides an overview of using Quantify QM to perform evaluations and 
manage your departments, teams, and agents. Please refer to the other QQ topics in this series for more 
detailed information on using the different parts of Quantify QM.

QM Structure
Quantify QM uses three user types:

• QM Agent: An individual in your organisation who has their calls recorded, monitored, and evaluated. 

• QM Manager: This is probably you. A QM Manager can perform evaluations, run reports, and manage their teams and 
departments. 

• QM Administrator: A QM Administrator has responsibility for system configuration and can create and assign users, 
evaluation forms, and evaluation schedules.

To organise managers and agents, Quantify QM uses two structure types:

• Department: A department can contain other departments  
(sub-departments) and/or teams. A department manager (QM Manager) has access to all associated QM data for anything 
within their department.

• Team: A team contains agents. Like a department, a team manager (QM Manager) has access to all associated QM data for 
their team.

Your user types and organisational structure will be set up by your QM Administrator.

QM Manager

This topic is designed for 
QM Managers.

QM Administrator

QM con�guration and 
administration.

QM Manager

Evaluates agent calls. 
Manages assigned 
departments and teams.

QM Agent

Calls are recorded
and evaluated. QM access 
is limited.

Department

Contains sub-departments
and teams. Has assigned
Department Manager 
(QM Manager).

Team

Contains agents. Has 
assigned Team Manager 
(QM Manager).
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Quantify QM

QM Navigation
Quantify QM has been designed to provide ease of use, with a simple workflow — from schedule, to evaluation, to review, to 
reports, and finally, coaching.

With that workflow in mind, Quantify QM is essentially split into five main areas:

• Schedule: Lists all the calls that have been automatically assigned to you for evaluation. As a QM Manager, your schedule is 
opened by default whenever you open QM from the Quantify main menu. To go to the other parts of QM, click the ... Menu 
icon in the schedule and select Load QM.

• Evaluation Form: Used to evaluate and score an agent’s performance on call quality. The evaluation forms you use will be 
completely unique to your organisation, and designed to cover your specific evaluation criteria.

• Performance Center: Used to review and manage evaluations across departments and teams.

• Reports: Help you to summarise and visualise your evaluation data.

• Coaching: Used to assign specific learning objectives to individual agents.

• A final section, Form Designer, is used to review the evaluation form types that are available to you. For QM Administrators, 
this section also allows an administrator to design and create new evaluation forms.

Schedule
Evaluation
Form

Reports

Coaching

Performance 
Center
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Evaluate a Call

To evaluate a call:

1. Login to Quantify with a QM Manager account. If you're not taken straight to Quantify QM, open the Quality 
Management application from the © Quantify main menu. As a QM Manager, this will take you to your schedule, 
assuming a schedule has been assigned to you.

2. Your Quantify QM Schedule lists all the calls that have been automatically assigned to you for evaluation. From here, you 
can select calls to review, reject, and evaluate:

• Review: In general, we recommend that you review or screen a call before evaluating it. That way, you can reject the 
call if you need to, and save a little time. To play a call, click the  Play button in the Action column. 

• Reject: Once you've reviewed the call, if you think the call is not appropriate to evaluate (prank call, lost connection, 
etc) click the Ó Reject button in the Action column. You can also reject all calls in your schedule and refresh the list — 
select Refresh from the ... Menu. You'll be prompted to enter a reason for rejecting calls.

• Evaluate: Once you've reviewed the call, if you think the call is Ok to evaluate, click the  Evaluate button in the 
Action column.

3. Use the evaluation form to evaluate the call:

• Score: Enter a score for each question. The scoring mode used for each question will be dependent on your evaluation 
form and business requirements.

• Notes: Although notes aren't mandatory, we recommend that you enter a short note to explain, describe, or clarify 
your score. This is very useful if you need to refer back to the evaluation at a later date, or if another QM user reviews 
the evaluation.

• Control Playback: Use the Media Player or quick controls to control feedback — see the Media Player Quick Question 
topic for details.

4. When you're done, click Save & Close to save a "draft" of the evaluation (you can come back to it later), or click Complete 
to save your "finished" version. All draft and completed evaluations are listed in the QM Performance Center.
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Manage Evaluations
Evaluations aren't the end of the QA story. You can use the QM Performance Center to review evaluations and use QM Reports to 
summarise evaluation data.

Review, Edit & Delete Evaluations

To review, edit or delete evaluations:

1. From Quantify QM, click the Performance Center tab. To go to Performance Center from your schedule, select Load QM 
from the ... Menu.

2. Highlight a team or agent in the list on the left (or use the search box), and all associated evaluations are shown in the 
Evaluations panel.

• Use the Score column to quickly scan evaluation scores.

• Use the Coaching column to see which evaluations have coaching notes.

• Use the Action column to review, edit and delete evaluations — see below.

3. To review or edit an evaluation, click the h Review icon next to the evaluation. This will take you into the evaluation form. 
From here you can:

• Review the evaluation details and play the associated call using the quick control buttons at the bottom of the form. 
If you’re just reviewing an evaluation, click the Cancel button when you’re finished, or select Close from the ... Menu. 
This will exit the evaluation form without making any changes.

• Edit the evaluation — add/edit notes, set coaching notes, and change scores. If you change a score, you’ll be 
prompted to enter a reason for the score change. When you’re finished, click the Complete button to save your 
changes — to exit without saving changes, click the Cancel button.

• Print or export the form using the ... Menu. 

4. Lastly, if you really need to, you can delete an evaluation. We recommend you review the evaluation before you delete it, 
just to make sure it’s the right one.

To delete an evaluation in the QM Performance Center, click the 3 Delete (trash can) icon next to the evaluation you want 
to delete – you’ll be asked to enter a reason for the deletion.
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Run a Report

QM Reports help you to summarise and visualise your evaluation data for your agents, teams, and departments. This can help 
you spot potential issues, or in fact see a team or agent recover to good performance after a dip.

To run a report:

1. From Quantify QM, click the Reports tab. To go to Reports from your schedule, click the ... Menu icon in the 
schedule, select Load QM, and then click the Reports tab.

2. Highlight a department, team, or agent in the list on the left (or use the search box), and the available report 
types are shown in the All Reports panel.

3. You can use the action bar to select your report date range, and if you use multiple evaluation forms you can also 
select which form to report on.

4. When you're happy with your selections, click a Report Type icon to generate the report.

5. Within the report, use the action bar to modify your date range, change the evaluation form type, or zoom and 
page through your report. You can also print and export your report using the ... Menu.

6. When you're done, click the Back to Reports Menu button to return to QM Reports.
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Coach an Agent
You can assign specific learning objectives to individual agents using the evaluation form, and review coaching notifications for 
your agents and teams in QM Coaching.

To use coaching:

1. To initiate a "coaching session" click the Create Coaching Session box next to a question in an evaluation form. 
Enter a description and click Save when you're done. 

Depending on how you use coaching, we recommend that you try to be specific with your coaching comments 
and provide information on a remedial action. You can also make use of the Notes field for the question to 
provide information including attaching files and web links.

2. Once you create a coaching session, the agent will receive an email with details of the coaching comments (if 
an email address has been associated with the agent account). If you make use of agent licenses and allow your 
agents to access Quantify QM, they can also review their coaching sessions from their QM Coaching tab.

3. As a QM Manager, you can review coaching for your team, or individual agents.

• From Quantify QM, click the Coaching tab. To go to Coaching from your schedule, click the ... Menu icon in the 
schedule, select Load QM, and then click the Coaching tab.

• Just like the Performance Center tab, click a team, or agent to see a list of all applicable coaching sessions.

• The Reviewed column shows when your agents have reviewed their coaching notification.

• Click the click the h Review icon next to a coaching session to show the details.
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How Do I Use 
Quantify QM

QM + Search & Replay
In Search & Replay, you can use one or more of the 
following search criteria to find QM related calls:

Evaluated: Has the call been evaluated – Yes (1), No (0).

Evaluated By: Specify the evaluator (QM Manager).

Evaluation Score: Specify the percentage score.
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How Do I Evaluate a Call As a QM Manager you can evaluate calls for the agents in your team or department. This Quick Question 
topic covers the full evaluation process. For information on managing your evaluations (review, edit, and 
data visualisation), see the “Manage Evaluations” QQ topic.

At a Glance

To evaluate a call:

1. Login to Quantify with a QM Manager account, and select Quality Management from the Quantify main menu.

2. You will be taken straight to your QM Schedule which lists all the calls automatically assigned to you for evaluation. In 
the Action column you can click  Play to review the call, Ó Reject Call to reject the call, or  Evaluate Call to start the 
evaluation.

3. Click  Evaluate Call and complete the evaluation form, scoring each question and adding notes. Use the Quick Control 
buttons or the Media Player to control call playback.

4. When you’re done, click Complete to save and finish your evaluation, or click Save & Close to save a draft and come back 
to it later (see “Finish an Incomplete Evaluation”).

Note that you can also perform an unscheduled “ad-hoc” evaluation:

• From the QM Performance Center, highlight an agent and select Evaluate from the  ... Menu.

• From Search & Replay, highlight a call and click the  Evaluate Call button. Note that you can only evaluate calls for agents in 
your QM team or department.

QM Manager

This topic is designed for 
QM Managers.
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How Do I Evaluate a Call Using Your Schedule
Your QM Schedule lists all the calls that have been automatically assigned to you for evaluation. From here, you can  Play, 
Evaluate, or Ó Reject your calls.

The Calls List provides a lot of information about each call, but you can organise the list the way you like it.

• To list calls in a particular order, click a column heading – for example, list by start time. 

• To change the order of columns, just drag & drop.

• To show or hide columns in the list, click the triangle next to any column and simply select or deselect a column.

Your QM Schedule is automatically displayed whenever you open Quantify QM (as a QM Manager). To go to the main Quality 
Management home page, select Load QM from the schedule ... Menu.

Lastly, if you need to reject all the calls in your schedule and replace them with a fresh list (for example, when returning from 
holiday), select Refresh from the schedule ... Menu.

Evaluation Options
During an evaluation:

• To cancel an evaluation without saving it, click the Cancel button.

• To save an evaluation and come back to it later, click the Save & Close button.

• The completion status is shown at the bottom of the screen. Once all questions have been scored (100% complete), click the 
Complete button to save and complete the evaluation.

• You can also use the evaluation ... Menu to Print the evaluation.
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How Do I Evaluate a Call Finish an Incomplete Evaluation
If you’ve used the Save & Close button during an evaluation, this will have saved a draft of the evaluation. You can then use the 
QM Performance Center to return to, and finish, the incomplete evaluation.

To finish an incomplete evaluation:

1. Go to the QM Performance Center.

• From your QM Schedule, select Load QM from the schedule ... Menu.

• From the Quality Management home page, just click the Performance Center tab.

2. Highlight a team or agent to list the available evaluations.

3. Incomplete evaluations are highlighted by the / Incomplete Evaluations flag (they also have no Score). To 
update the evaluation, click the h Review icon in the Action column.

4. Complete the evaluation form, scoring each question and adding notes. Use the Quick Control buttons or 
the Media Player to control call playback.

5. The completion status is shown at the bottom of the screen. Once all questions have been scored (100% 
complete), click the Complete button to save and complete the evaluation.

Note that if you still haven’t completed the evaluation, you can click Save & Close to save your changes and 
come back to it later, or click Cancel to exit without saving.

http://www.redboxrecorders.com
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How Do I Manage 
Evaluations

You can use the QM Performance Center and QM Reports to manage your evaluations and summarise 
and visualise your evaluation data. For information on evaluating calls, see the “Evaluate a Call” Quick 
Question topic.

QM Performance Center
The Quantify QM Performance Center lists the evaluations for your team. From here, you can select an evaluation to review, edit, 
or delete.

To review, edit or delete evaluations:

1. In the QM Performance Center, highlight a team or agent to list the available evaluations. Note that you can do a search 
as well, using the search box.

2. Use the Action column to h Review/Edit or 3 Delete your evaluations.

QM Manager

This topic is designed for 
QM Managers.
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Evaluation Options

When you review/edit an evaluation:

• Use the Quick Controls or Media Player to control call playback.

• To cancel an evaluation without saving it, click Cancel. To save an evaluation and come back to it later, click Save & Close.

• The completion status is shown at the bottom of the screen. Once all questions have been scored (100% complete), click the 
Complete button to save and complete the evaluation.

• You can also use the evaluation ... Menu to Print the evaluation.

Evaluation List 

The evaluations list on the right shows all the evaluations for the currently selected team or agent. You can organise the list as 
you like:

• To list evaluations in a particular order, click a column heading – for example, list by Evaluation Date. 

• To change the order of columns, just drag & drop.

• To use filters, click the       Filter icon next to any column and enter the details.

• To page through the evaluation list, use the � Next Page and � Previous Page buttons at the bottom of the list.
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QM Reports
Quantify QM Reports gives you quick and easy access to team and agent reports to help you summarise and visualise the 
performance data for your departments, teams, and agents. This can help you spot potential issues and identify individual or 
team training needs.

To run a report:

1. In QM Reports, highlight a department, team, or agent in the organisation list to see the report types available. See 
“Report Types” for a summary of the available types.

2. Select a date range for the report using the calendar options in the action bar and select an evaluation form type from 
the drop-down menu if needed.

3. To generate a report, simply click the report type you want.
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Report Options

Within a report, use the action bar as needed:

• Use the zoom and page controls to view your report.

• Use the report ... Menu to Export or Print the report. Reports aren’t saved within Quantify QM so if you want to keep a copy 
of the report, then use the Print or Export to PDF options. Export to CSV is useful if you want to use the data directly in 
something like Microsoft Excel. If you navigate away from a report before you export it, you can always view it again just by 
running that same report.

• Use the calendar options and evaluation form drop-down menu to modify your original selections. Once you’ve made your 
changes, click the Update Report button to apply the changes.

• To return to QM Reports, click the Back to Report Menu button.

Report Types

Department Reports

Average Score for Every Team Evaluation count and average scores for each team during the selected date range. 
Comparison graph illustrates evaluation performance across the department.

Headline Scores Tracking Evaluation score summary for each team by month. 
Graph showing department average score by month.

Evaluator Productivity Total number of completed evaluations for each Team Manager during the selected date range.

Instant Coach Tracking Coaching summary for the selected date range.
Graph showing percentage of coaching comments marked as “Reviewed” by agents.

Single Question Report Percentage of evaluations achieving each score for the specified evaluation question during the selected 
date range.

Average Calibration Score Average evaluation score given by each Team Manager for completed evaluations during the selected date 
range.
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Team Reports

Team Metrics Score summary by section and question for all agents during the selected date range. 

Average Score for Every Team Average evaluation score for each agent during the selected date range. 

Track Changes Evaluation change summary.

Track Rejections Rejected calls summary.

Agent Exceptions Summary of evaluations achieving scores above or below the defined exception levels.

Agents Scores Evaluation score summary and averages for each agent.

Training Needs Frequency distribution of evaluation scores.

Headline Scores Tracking Evaluation score summary for each agent by month. 
Graph showing team average score by month.

Completed Evaluations For All 
Agents

Evaluation score distribution across the team.

Instant Coach Tracking Coaching summary for the selected date range.
Graph showing percentage of coaching comments marked as “Reviewed” by agents.

Single Question Report Percentage of evaluations achieving each score for the specified evaluation question during the selected 
date range.
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How Do I Manage 
Evaluations

Agent Reports

Notes Summary Lists the notes for the most recent 15 evaluations during the selected date range. 

Agent Metrics Scores per section and question for the most recent 15 evaluations during the selected date range. 

Evaluation Summary Summary of all evaluations performed on the agent.
Graph showing score trends for each evaluation section.

Evaluation Tracking Detailed summary of all evaluations performed on the agent.

Training Needs Frequency distribution of scores for each evaluation question.

Headline Scores Tracking Evaluation score summary for the agent by month. 
Graph showing average evaluation score by month.
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How Do I Coach an Agent Quantify QM Coaching is used to assign coaching comments to QM Agents. This Quick Question topic 
provides QM Managers with an overview of using QM Coaching.

Coaching Best Practice
Current best practice for call quality monitoring and improvement uses a simple, targeted approach to coaching — that is, use 
specific, small, measurable tasks where agents can take ownership and improve performance. Quantify QM Coaching helps to 
do exactly this.

Of course coaching can be used in a multitude of ways to achieve very similar goals. For example, you can make simple 
comments/observations or assign very specific learning objectives. In general:

• Be positive: Coaching comments should be constructive to ensure a positive experience.

• Be consistent: In a similar way to designing an evaluation form and it's questions, you may want to discuss how to use 
coaching within your organisation so that all QM Managers can apply similar methods.

• Be SMART: Try to make sure comments are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Timebound – SMART. This is 
especially useful when assigning learning objectives.

As part of the coaching process, you may also want to consider self-evaluation for your agents. Not all organisations like this 
approach, but it can encourage agents to take ownership and provide insight into their own performance.

QM Manager

This topic is designed for 
QM Managers.

Bespoke
Evaluation

Targeted Coaching

Acquire
Calls QM

coaching is releasing a person’s 
potential to maximise their own 
performance. it’s helping them to
learn rather than teaching them.

”

”
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How Do I Coach an Agent Coach an Agent
You can assign coaching comments to individual agents using the evaluation form, and review coaching for your agents and 
teams using QM Coaching.

To use coaching:

1. To initiate a "coaching session" click the Create Coaching Session box next to a question in an evaluation form. Enter a 
description and click Save when you're done. 

Depending on how you use coaching, we recommend that you try to be specific with your coaching comments 
and provide information on a remedial action. You can also make use of the Notes field for the question to provide 
information including attaching files and web links.

2. Once you create a coaching session, the agent will receive an email with details of the coaching comments (if an email 
address has been associated with the agent account). If you make use of agent licenses and allow your agents to access 
Quantify QM, they can also review their coaching sessions from their QM Coaching tab.

3. As a QM Manager, you can review coaching for your team, or individual agents.

• From Quantify QM, click the Coaching tab. To go to Coaching from your schedule, select Load QM from the ... Menu in 
your schedule, and then click the Coaching tab.

• Just like the Performance Center tab, click a team or agent to see a list of all applicable coaching sessions.

• The Reviewed column shows when your agents have reviewed their coaching notification.

• Click the h Review icon next to a coaching session to show the details.
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How Do I Use Quantify 
QM - Agents

Quantify Quality Management (or Quantify QM) is used for call quality monitoring and performance 
assessment. Quantify QM helps organisations to assess, record, maintain, and improve customer service 
quality.

This Quick Question topic is designed for QM Agents and provides an overview of using Quantify QM 
to review evaluations performed on your calls, and review assigned coaching comments. Note that this 
topic is also available as a separate document from the help page at redboxrecorders.com

Review Evaluations

To review an evaluation:

1. Open Internet Explorer and go to your Quantify login page.

2. Login to Quantify with a QM Agent account. See your system administrator for account details.

If you're not taken straight to Quantify QM, roll over the © Quantify main menu and select the Quality Management icon. 

As a QM Agent, you'll be taken straight to the QM Performance Center which lists all the evaluations that have been 
performed on your calls. From here, you can see the score for each evaluation, and if a coaching comment has been 
assigned.

3. To review an evaluation, click the h Review icon next to the evaluation. This will take you into the evaluation form where 
you can see the scores and notes entered by your QM Manager.

If you have permissions to replay your calls, you can use the  Play, ; Pause, 8 Forward, and 7 Back quick controls at 
the bottom of the screen to control call playback.

4. To go back to your Performance Center, select Close from the ... Menu.

QM Agent

This topic is designed for
QM Agents.

http://www.redboxrecorders.com/help-support/help
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Review Coaching
As part of an evaluation, a QM Manager can assign coaching "comments". These may just be simple comments/observations, 
or detailed learning objectives to improve or maintain call quality. If you're not sure how coaching comments are used in your 
organisation, see your QM Manager for help.

To review coaching:

1. Login to Quantify with a QM Agent account and go to Quality Management and click the Coaching tab.

2. The QM Coaching list shows all the coaching comments that have been assigned to you by your QM Manager(s). 

To review a comment, click the h Review icon next to the comment — from here you can see the evaluation and 
coaching details. 

To mark a coaching comment as "Reviewed", click the Mark Reviewed button. This will apply a "Reviewed Date" in your 
coaching list and also in your QM Manager's coaching list. 

Note that you may want to check with your QM Manager when to use the Mark Reviewed button.

3. If needed, click the Coaching tab to return to the QM Coaching list.
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Preferences
Your QM Performance Center and QM Coaching lists can be organised as you like:

• To show a list in a particular order, click a column heading – for example, list evaluations by Evaluation Date or list coaching 
comments by Assigned Date.

• To change the order of columns, just drag & drop a column.

• To use filters, click the       Filter icon next to any column and enter the details. Filters allow you to show or hide items in a list 
— for example, only show evaluations for February, or hide coaching notes older than three months.

• To page through a list, use the � Next Page and � Previous Page buttons at the bottom of the list.

Once you've set your lists how you want them, your preferences are remember for the next time you login to Quantify QM.

http://www.redboxrecorders.com
mailto:info%40redboxrecorders.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/redboxrecorders
https://www.facebook.com/redboxrecorders
https://www.linkedin.com/company/red-box-recorders
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_Z7j15zwvKIGMOqFJz5ubA
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Before using Quantify QM you need to create your users and sort them into an organisational structure. 
This effectively defines roles and access permissions for using Quantify QM.

Design an Organisational Structure
Quantify QM uses three user types:

• QM Agent: An individual in your organisation who has their calls recorded, monitored, and evaluated. 
An agent's access to QM features is limited — they can view evaluations and coaching for their own 
calls only.

• QM Manager: A QM Manager can perform evaluations, run reports, and view available evaluation 
form types for their teams and departments. QM Managers are usually more senior individuals in your 
organisation who have responsibility for call quality assessment.

• QM Administrator: This is probably you. A QM Administrator has responsibility for system configuration and can create and 
assign users, evaluation forms, and evaluation schedules.

To organise users, Quantify QM uses three levels of organisational structure:

• Unit: This is the top level structure and is defined during installation. A unit can contain one or more departments.

• Department: A department can contain other departments  
(sub-departments) and/or teams. Here you can assign a department manager (QM Manager) who will then have access to all 
associated QM data for that department.

• Team: A team contains agents. Like a department, you can assign a team manager (QM Manager) who will then have access 
to all associated QM data for that team.

QM Administrator

QM con�guration and 
administration.

QM Manager

Evaluates agent calls. 
Manages assigned 
departments and teams.

QM Agent

Calls are recorded
and evaluated. QM access 
is limited.

Unit

Top level structure. Contains
departments and teams.

Department

Contains sub-departments
and teams. Can have an
assigned manager.

Team

Contains agents. Can have 
an assigned manager.

QM Administrator

This topic is designed for
QM Administrators.

QM Manager

This topic is designed for 
QM Managers.
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With these user types and structures you can design an organisational structure that reflects your business structure, role 
structure, or workflow, as appropriate. The choice of how you design your structure in QM is yours, but we recommend that you:

• Keep it simple. Where possible, keep the structure simple. This will help you to manage your QM implementation and provide 
flexibility.

• Apply it consistently. Whatever method you choose, apply it consistently across your organisation, now and in the future.

• Avoid conflicts. Your departments, teams, managers and agents will have associated security, data protection, and access 
privileges. Your structure needs to take account of that and avoid conflicts.

• Map & visualise. Map out your structure using paper, whiteboard, Smart Art in Microsoft Office, or whatever method you wish 
to use. This will help you visualise your structure method and the roles and responsibilities across your organisation.

Sample Structure

In this sample structure for Acme Corporation, the Sales, Support, and Complaints departments each have regional teams. Each 
department manager can "see" all of the teams within their department, and each team manager can "see" all of the agents 
within their team. There are of course lots of alternative ways of organising these further — for example, you could instead have 
an EU Sales department with EU Sales Admin and EU Customer Sales teams if that breakdown was needed.
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Create Agents, Managers, Administrators
All "QM users" are created/managed in the main Quantify User Management area.

To create a QM user:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management permissions).

2. Go to Configuration > Management > Users and Create or Edit a user.

3. Enter details to define your user role:

• Agent: In the QM panel (see below), enter a First Name, Last Name, Agent ID, and Email Address.

• Manager: In the QM panel (see below), enter a First Name, Last Name and Email Address, and tick the QM Manager 
option.

• Administrator: A QM Administrator is effectively a system administrator — that is, they have User Management and 
System Configuration permissions assigned (in the Permissions panel). 

QM Panel

First name User’s first name.

Last name User’s last name.

Agent ID Unique ID used to identify an agent. The Agent ID must match the defined 
database field used to identify an associated channel (device) within QM — this 
would usually be an Extension Number or Channel Name and is defined during 
installation. Note that an agent needs to be assigned to a team in order to be 
evaluated — see "Create Departments & Teams".

Email address User’s email address used by QM to send Coaching emails.

QM manager Assign QM Manager permissions to the user. Note that a QM Manager:
• Needs to be assigned as a team manager or department manager in order to 

perform and manage evaluations  — see "Create Departments & Teams".
• Must have appropriate replay permissions assigned in order to search, replay, 

and evaluate calls.

QM report user Allow the user to run QM reports. This permission is automatically assigned if QM 
manager is ticked.

QM design 
centre user

Allow the user to view available evaluation form types using the QM Form 
Designer. This permission is automatically assigned if QM manager is ticked. Note 
that to create/edit evaluation forms, the user must be a QM Administrator.
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Create Departments & Teams
The organisational structure used within QM is created using the QM Admin Console. Before creating your teams and 
departments you should design your structure (see "Design an Organisational Structure") and create your QM users (see "Create 
Agents, Managers, Administrators"). 

Note that your Unit will have been created during installation and can only be changed by a Red Box Engineer.

To create and manage Departments:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions).

2. Go to Quality Management > Switch to Admin Console > Switch.

3. In the console menu bar, click Department > New Department and enter the department details. 

To define the department as a sub-department, select the Parent Department from the drop-down menu.

To make the department visible and usable to others, tick the Is Active option. While you're setting up your structure your 
may wish to have this option unticked. 

4. To assign a Department Manager, click the Department Manager radio button. Highlight an Available QM Manager and 
use the > button to move them to the Assigned list.

The assigned Department Manager(s) will have access to all QM information for all sub-departments, teams, agents, and 
managers within the department.

5. When you're done, click the Save button to save your changes.

6. To edit and delete departments, use Department > Edit Department and Department > Delete Department in the console 
menu bar.
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To create and manage Teams:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions).

2. Go to Quality Management > Switch to Admin Console > Switch.

3. In the console menu bar, click Team > New Team and enter the team details.

Select the Parent Department from the drop-down menu.

To make the department visible and usable to others, tick the Is Active option. 

Tick the Show Score option to show a running score while a call is being evaluated (within that team).

4. To assign a Team Manager, click the Team Manager radio button. Highlight an Available QM Manager and use the > 
button to move to the Assigned list.

The assigned Team Manager(s) will have access to all QM information for all agents within the team.

5. To assign Team Members (agents), click the Team Members radio button. Highlight an Available QM Agent and use the > 
button to move to the Assigned list.

6. When you're done, click the Save button to save your changes.

7. To edit and delete teams, use Team > Edit Team and Team > Delete Team in the console menu bar.
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QM Admin Console
As described above, the QM Admin Console is used to create and manage your organisational structure (create and manage 
departments, create and manage teams, assign managers, and assign agents), and to define custom scoring modes for 
evaluation forms (covered in a separate Quick Question topic). 

Red Box Recorders recommends that you don't use any of the other features provided by the console. These have been retained 
in order to support legacy customers and should not be used for general QM admin.

Once you've finished using the console, simply close the browser tab. 

http://www.redboxrecorders.com
mailto:info%40redboxrecorders.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/redboxrecorders
https://www.facebook.com/redboxrecorders
https://www.linkedin.com/company/red-box-recorders
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Within Quantify QM, evaluation forms are used to track and score an agent’s performance on call quality. 
This Quick Question topic covers designing and creating evaluation forms.

Designing evaluation forms usually involves QM Managers, QM Administrators, and other individuals in 
your organisation.

Creating an evaluation form in Quantify QM is usually performed by a QM Administrator, although some 
QM Managers may have permissions to create forms.

Design an Evaluation Form
Before you create an evaluation form, we recommend that you design the form first — consider the 
following:

• Data: Decide exactly what you’re evaluating/capturing. For example, are you checking adherence to a script, or that an agent 
has communicated effectively. Similarly, consider whether you want to capture everything in a single form, or have different 
form types — for example, one for support calls, one for complaints.

• Sections & Questions: What questions will you ask (and how many) in order to evaluate, score and measure the data you 
want to capture. Also, decide how you want to group your questions together, if at all.

• Scoring & Weighting: Decide how you’re going to score each question - for example, a simple Yes/No or a score of 0 to 5. 
Also, decide if you will lend more weight to certain questions and score appropriately.

A well designed evaluation form will help reduce evaluation time, capture the right data for your business, and provide a 
pathway for coaching and quality improvements.

Bespoke
Evaluation

Targeted Coaching

Acquire
Calls QM

QM Administrator

This topic is designed for
QM Administrators.

QM Manager

This topic is designed for 
QM Managers.
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Create an Evaluation Form
Use the QM Form Designer to create your evaluation forms. 

To create an evaluation form:

1. Login to Quantify with a QM Administrator account and go to Quality Management > Form Designer.

2. The first time you create a form, you’ll need to create a folder structure to organise your forms — use the Create SubFolder 
and Delete SubFolder buttons as needed.

3. To create an evaluation form, click the Add Template button.

4. In the Details panel, enter a Name and Description for your form. While you’re creating your form, leave the Status field 
set to Draft. In the Content panel, type a section name into the Section Title banner. Use the Add Section buttons to add 
another section before or after the current section. 

5. To add a question to a section, click the Add Question button. Enter the Question details, select a Scoring Mode, and 
select the total number of Points assigned to the question — see “Scoring Modes & Weighting”.

6. For sections and questions, click the ˄ Move Up, ˅ Move Down, and 3 Delete icons to rearrange or delete your sections 
and questions.

7. To save your draft evaluation form at any time, click the Save button at the bottom of the form.

8. When you’re happy with your form layout and design, you can set the Status of the form to Published (in the Details 
panel) and click Save. This makes the form available to QM Managers. Once Published (and used once), an evaluation form 
can’t be changed or deleted (only Discontinued). See “Update Form Status” for more details.
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Scoring Modes & Weighting
You can select a scoring mode from one of the following default modes for each question. Note that if these modes don’t give 
you exactly what you need, you can create a customised scoring mode – see “Customised Scoring Modes”.

Once you select a scoring mode, you can select the maximum number of points allocated to the question (if appropriate). This 
way, you can apply weighting to the question — either increasing or decreasing its importance/value across the overall form.

Mode Description
No/Yes No – 0% of points

Yes – 100% of points

NA/No/Yes NA – Not Applicable – Points discounted from total score 
No – 0% of points
Yes – 100% of points

NA/No/Part/Yes NA – Not Applicable – Points discounted from total score 
No – 0% of points
Y/N – Yes & No, partially correct, 0% of points
Yes – 100% of points

Sliding Scale 0-5 NA – Not Applicable – Points discounted from total score 
0 – 0% of points
1 – 20% of points
2 – 40% of points
3 – 60% of points
4 – 80% of points
5 – 100% of points

Traffic Lights Red – 0% of points
Amber – 50% of points
Green – 100% of points

Comments Text field only. No associated points.
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Advanced Form Design
You can use the QM Admin Console to set advanced features for your evaluation forms. 

Note that Red Box Recorders recommends that you don’t use any of the other features provided by the console. These have 
been retained in order to support legacy customers and should not be used for general QM admin.

Customised Scoring Modes

If the default set of six scoring modes don’t quite satisfy your requirements, you can create your own scoring modes based on 
the six default modes. Once you’ve created a customised mode, it becomes available for use in new evaluation forms in exactly 
the same way as the default modes.

To create a customised scoring mode:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions) and go to 
Quality Management > Switch to Admin Console.

2. In the console menu bar, click Design Center > Scoring Mode.

3. The six default scoring modes are shown in the Scoring Mode list. Highlight the default scoring mode that gives you the 
closest match to the mode you want to create, and click Edit in the console menu bar.

4. You can now edit the scoring mode. First, update the Name, Description and Type, and then edit each Score as required:

• Label: Score label displayed in an evaluation form.

• Description: Description of the score.

• Not Applicable: Defines the score as “Not Applicable”. If the score is selected in an evaluation form, no points are 
assigned and the maximum number of points for the question are discounted from the overall score.

• AutoFail: Defines the score as “AutoFail”. If the score is selected in an evaluation form that has the AutoFail option 
applied, the evaluation may be automatically failed with a zero score. See “AutoFail”.

• Percentage: Slider to set the percentage of points allocated to this score.

5. When you’re done, click the Save button to save your changes. Once you’ve created a customised scoring mode, you can 
Copy, Edit and Delete it as needed.
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AutoFail

There may be circumstances where a particular score for a question means that the evaluation should be regarded as a “Fail”. 
For example, PCI compliance, data protection rules, or regulatory compliance. Quantify QM provides an AutoFail feature to 
automatically fail an evaluation and apply a zero score to the whole evaluation.

To enable AutoFail:

1. Select the AutoFail option within your scoring modes.

2. Enable the AutoFail option within an evaluation form.

Note that AutoFail impacts QM Reports that use evaluation scores so you may decide this unrealistically skews the data.

For full details on how to implement AutoFail, please see the “AutoFail” Quick Question topic.

Categories

You can use categories to organise your evaluations. For example, if you have multiple languages in your organisation, you 
could create a set of language categories — when a QM Manager starts an evaluation, they’ll be prompted to select a category 
which then “tags” the evaluation with that category. The category tag can then be used to organise and filter evaluations in the 
QM Performance Center and in QM Reports.

To create and manage categories:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions) and go to 
Quality Management > Switch to Admin Console.

2. In the console menu bar, click Design Center > Category.

3. The first time you create a category, you’ll need to create a folder structure — use the New Folder and New SubFolder 
menu options as needed.

4. To create a category, click the New Category or New SubCategory menu option as needed. Enter a short descriptive label 
for the category and tick the Show option to make the category visible within QM. When you’re done, click the Save 
button.

5. Use the Edit and Delete menu options to edit and delete the highlighted folder or category.
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Update Form Status
As you create and manage your evaluation forms in the QM Form Designer, use the Status field to publish, discontinue, and 
reintroduce your forms. 

To update the status of an evaluation form:

1. Login to Quantify with a QM Administrator account and go to Quality Management > Form Designer.

2. Highlight an evaluation form in the list. 

3. Set the Status field as needed – see below.

4. When you’re done, click the Save button at the bottom of the form.

Status Description
Draft Use this status while you’re designing your form. Draft allows the evaluation form to be deleted or edited as needed. Draft 

evaluation forms are not available/visible outside of the Form Designer. 

Published When you’re happy with a form layout, and you want to make the form available to QM Managers for use in evaluations, 
set the status to Published. Once Published (and used once), an evaluation form can’t be changed or deleted (only 
Discontinued).

Discontinued If you want to stop using an evaluation form, set the status to Discontinued. This simply makes the form unavailable for 
future evaluations, but still retains the form in QM so it remains visible/usable for historical evaluations. As such, the form 
still can’t be changed or deleted (only Reintroduced).

Reintroduced If you want to make a Discontinued evaluation form available again, set the status to Reintroduced. This is very similar 
to Published – that is, the form is available to QM Managers for use in evaluations and can’t be changed or deleted (only 
Discontinued).
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Change an Evaluation Form
Once an evaluation form has been published, it can’t be changed or deleted. However, things change over time and it’s likely 
that you’ll want to update your evaluation form to meet your changing business needs.

To create a new/updated evaluation form, you can either use the QM Form Designer to simply create a new form (see “Create an 
Evaluation Form”) or you can use the QM Console to create a copy of an existing form and then use the Form Designer to make 
modifications — see below.

To copy an evaluation form and update:

1. Login to Quantify with a QM Administrator account and go to Quality Management > Switch to Admin Console.

2. In the console menu bar, click Design Center > Template.

3. Highlight an evaluation form in the list and click Duplicate Template in the console menu bar. This creates a copy of the 
evaluation form – you should see the new form in the list, titled “Copy of <form name>”.

4. Now switch to the QM Form Designer to make your changes — select Quality Management from the Quantify main 
menu and then click Form Designer.

5. Use the QM Form Designer to make your changes and publish your new form.
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Sample Sections & Questions
The following sample sections and questions are purely for help and guidance, and are not meant to act as a definitive list of 
questions or the basis of a form design.

Greeting
• The agent adhered to the greeting script.

• If the call was transferred, the agent adapted their greeting as appropriate.

• The agent gave their name and asked for the caller’s name.

• The agent mentioned the company name.

• The agent thanked the customer for calling.

• The agent offered assistance to the caller.

Account Verification
• The agent verified the customer’s account using the appropriate information (e.g., first and last name spelling, account 

number, credit card number, transaction number, social security number, amount of previous bill or purchase, etc.).

• The agent accurately accessed the customer’s account with the information provided.

• If the call was transferred, the agent sufficiently adapted their account verification questions accordingly.

Contact Information Confirmation
• The agent confirmed the spelling of the caller’s name.

• The agent asked for the caller’s company name.

• The agent asked for the caller’s phone number.

• The agent asked for the caller’s email address.

• The agent asked for the caller’s postal address and postcode.
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Problem Solving Abilities
• The agent apologised for the issue, inconvenience or cost associated with the problem.

• The agent took ownership of the problem.

• The agent asked relevant questions to accurately diagnose the problem.

• The agent used appropriate resources to address the issue.

• The agent provided the most appropriate solution.

• The agent informed the customer of the estimated timescale to resolve their issue.

• The agent informed the customer of relevant supporting documentation to help resolve the issue.

• The agent provided a reference number to the customer after resolving their issue.

• The agent confirmed that the issue was resolved or the transaction was complete.

• The caller’s issue was sufficiently addressed.

• The agent informed their colleagues of a new bug, issue, or product defect.

Protocol Compliance
• The agent updated the customer’s contact information in the CRM.

• The agent documented important information in the notes of the call.

• The agent used authorised prices, discounts, refunds.

• The agent quoted the customer with the correct price for the product or service.

• The agent recommended the most appropriate product, service, or price plan.

• The agent leveraged upselling and cross-selling opportunities.

• If the customer asked where the agent was located, the agent provided them with an accurate answer.

Call Handling Skills
• The agent followed correct procedures for placing the customer on hold.

• The agent followed correct procedures for transferring the call.

• The agent followed correct procedure for conferencing in a colleague.

• The agent followed correct procedures for escalating a call to their supervisor/manager.
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Customer Service Quality
• The agent used the caller’s name throughout the call.

• The agent summarised the customer’s main points before troubleshooting or offering a solution.

• The agent adequately addressed the caller’s needs.

• The agent answered the customer’s question correctly.

• The agent muted the caller when appropriate.

• The agent received the caller’s permission to place them on hold before doing so.

• The agent limited the duration of hold time to the approved time limit.

• The agent transferred the call to a colleague when necessary.

• The agent conferenced in a colleague when appropriate.

• The agent transferred the call to a manager when the customer requested for them to do so.

Call Center Etiquette
• The agent pronounced the caller’s name correctly.

• The agent maintained proper tone, pitch, volume and pace throughout the call.

• The agent used courteous words and phrases.

• The agent was friendly, polite and professional.

• The agent adapted their approach based on the customer’s unique needs, personality and issues.

• The agent avoided long silences during the call.

• The agent didn’t interrupt or talk over the customer.

• The agent used effective listening skills.

• The agent refrained from using complicated jargon.

• The agent remained confident throughout the call.

Script Compliance
• The agent maintained adherence to the script.

• The agent deviated from script when necessary.

• The agent adequately adapted their approach to interacting with the customer, within guidelines, where necessary.
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Closure
• The agent adhered to the call closure guidelines.

• The agent adhered to the call closure script.

• The agent arranged for a follow-up call when necessary.

• The agent asked the customer if they have any additional questions or issues before ending the call.

• The agent asked the caller if the service they were provided was within their standards.

• The agent asked their caller if there is anything they can do to enhance the service they provide them.

• The agent thanked the customer for calling.

Follow-up
• The agent followed up with the customer within the agreed timeframe.

• The agent adequately addressed the customer’s questions.

• The agent adequately resolved the customer’s issue, or provided a timescale for resolution.
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How Do I Use AutoFail AutoFail is an advanced feature within Quantify QM and provides an automated failure mechanism 
within evaluation forms. This Quick Question topic is targeted at QM Administrators and describes how 
to implement AutoFail.

AutoFail Options

There may be circumstances where a particular score for a question or combination of questions means that the evaluation 
should be regarded as a “Fail”. For example, questions related to PCI compliance, data protection rules, or regulatory compliance. 
Quantify QM provides an AutoFail feature to automatically fail an evaluation and apply a zero score to the whole evaluation.

The QM AutoFail feature provides flexibility so that you can be as strict or as lenient as you need to on what constitutes a failed 
evaluation. To use AutoFail, consider the following:

• Scores: Decide what scores should be regarded as a “Fail” within each of your scoring modes. This is usually a zero score in a 
scoring mode, but the choice is yours.

• Questions and Sections: Decide what questions and/or sections to enable AutoFail on for an evaluation form. You can 
automatically fail an evaluation based on an AutoFail score for one question, one section (based on one or more questions in 
the section), or multiple sections.

• Actions: Decide what action to take when an evaluation form is automatically failed. You can either stop the evaluation and 
prevent any further scoring, or you can continue the evaluation. In both circumstances the failed evaluation is submitted 
with a zero score.

• Reports: As stated, auto-failed evaluations are submitted with a zero score. This obviously impacts QM Reports that use 
evaluation scores and you may decide this unrealistically skews the data.

Fail

QM Administrator

This topic is designed for
QM Administrators.
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As stated, you can automatically fail an evaluation based on an AutoFail score for one question, one section (based on one or 
more questions in the section), or multiple sections. The table below provides more details on the exact triggers and actions:

Level Trigger (During an Evaluation) Action
Questions
• AutoFail enabled on one or more Questions 

anywhere within the evaluation form.
• At least one Question has an AutoFail 

score selected.

• Stop or Continue the evaluation, as 
defined within the Question(s).

• Evaluation will be submitted with a zero 
score.

Sections
• AutoFail enabled on one or more Questions 

within a single Section.
• AutoFail enabled on one or more Sections. 

Here you can define the number of 
Questions (1 or more) that would trigger an 
AutoFail for each Section.

1. One or more Questions have an 
AutoFail score selected, but the defined 
number of Questions for an individual 
Section has not been reached. 

2. The defined number of Questions for 
at least one Section have an AutoFail 
score selected.

1. The evaluation is unaffected.
2. Stop or Continue the evaluation, as 

defined within the Questions. 
Evaluation will be submitted with a zero 
score.

Multiple Sections
• AutoFail enabled on one or more Questions 

within multiple Sections.
• AutoFail enabled on multiple Sections. Here 

you can define the number of Questions 
(1 or more) that would trigger an AutoFail 
within a Section.

• AutoFail enabled on the Evaluation Form 
(Template). Here you can define the 
number of Sections (usually 2 or more) 
that would trigger an AutoFail for the 
evaluation.

1. One or more Sections have an AutoFail 
triggered, but the defined number of 
Sections for the Evaluation Form has 
not been reached.  

2. The defined number of Sections have 
an AutoFail triggered.

1. The evaluation is unaffected. 

2. Stop or Continue the evaluation, as 
defined within the Questions. 
Evaluation will be submitted with a zero 
score.
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How Do I Use AutoFail Enable AutoFail
Now the practical information. To enable AutoFail:

1. Select the AutoFail option within your scoring modes.

2. Create an evaluation form.

3. Enable the AutoFail option within the evaluation form.

Select AutoFail within your scoring modes:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions) and go to 
Quality Management > Switch to Admin Console.

2. In the console menu bar, click Design Center > Scoring Mode.

3. Select your AutoFail settings for your scoring modes:

• Default scoring modes (except Comments) all use AutoFail (for No, 0 score, and Red traffic light). If you don’t want to 
have AutoFail in all of these scoring modes, then create a set of customised scoring modes and untick the option as 
needed.

• For customised scoring modes, click Edit in the console menu bar to edit your scores and tick or untick the AutoFail 
option as needed.

Remember, just because AutoFail is selected for an individual score, the AutoFail option must also be enabled within your 
evaluation form – see below. Of course this does mean that you can have forms that make use of AutoFail, and others that 
don’t, but still use the same scoring modes.
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How Do I Use AutoFail Create an evaluation form:
Creating evaluation forms is described in the “Create Evaluation Forms” topic, but summarised below for your convenience.

1. Login to Quantify with a QM Administrator account and go to Quality Management > Form Designer.

2. To create an evaluation form, click the Add Template button.

3. In the Details panel, enter a Name and Description for your form. While you’re creating your form, leave the Status field set 
to Draft.

4. In the Content panel, type a section name into the Section Title banner. Use the Add Section buttons to add another 
section before or after the current section. 

5. To add a question to a section, click the Add Question button. Enter the Question details, select a Scoring Mode, and 
select the total number of Points assigned to the question.

6. For sections and questions, click the ˄ Move Up, ˅ Move Down, and 3 Delete icons to rearrange or delete your sections 
and questions.

7. To save your draft evaluation form at any time, click the Save button at the bottom of the form.

8. Once you’ve set your AutoFail options (see below), you can return to the Form Designer and set the Status of the 
evaluation form to Published (in the Details panel) and click Save. This makes the form available to QM Managers. Once 
Published (and used once), an evaluation form can’t be changed or deleted (only Discontinued).
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How Do I Use AutoFail Set the AutoFail option on an evaluation form:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions) and 
go to Quality Management > Switch to Admin Console.

2. In the console menu bar, click Design Center > Template and highlight the draft form in the template list.

3. For each question you want to enable AutoFail for:

• Highlight the question in the template detail panel (referred to as “Definition” in the admin console) and click 
Edit in the console menu bar.

• In the Edit panel, tick the AutoFail option, select an Action, and click the Save button to save your changes.

4. For each section you want to enable AutoFail for:

• Highlight the section in the template detail panel (referred to as “Attribute” in the admin console) and click Edit 
in the console menu bar.

• In the Edit panel, tick the AutoFail option, set the AutoFail Count (number of questions required to fail the 
section), and click the Save button to save your changes.

5. If you want to enable AutoFail on multiple Sections (fail 2 or more Sections):

• Highlight the evaluation form title in the template detail panel and click Edit in the console menu bar.

• In the Edit panel, tick the AutoFail option, set the AutoFail Count (number of sections required to fail the 
evaluation), and click the Save button to save your changes.

6. When you’re done, return to the QM Form Designer to publish your evaluation form.

Using AutoFail
During an evaluation, if you select an AutoFail score within an AutoFail question, you 
will be prompted to confirm the score. The evaluation will then stop or continue as 
appropriate.

In the QM Performance Center, AutoFail evaluations are highlighted in the AutoFail 
column.
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Quantify QM Schedules are used to automatically select and assign calls for evaluation. This Quick 
Question topic focusses on creating and managing schedules (usually performed by a QM Administrator) 
— for information on how to use schedules see the “Evaluate a Call” topic.

Which Calls
Current best practice for call quality monitoring and improvement uses an automated, targeted approach — that is, to 
automatically select “high-value” calls and assign those calls to managers for evaluation. This is exactly what QM Schedules do.

Before you create a schedule, you should therefore consider what calls you want to evaluate, how many calls to evaluate, and 
how often evaluations should take place. This will all be completely dependent on your business requirements, and your Quality 
Framework.

Once you’ve made those decisions, your schedules then act like a filter system, to select and assign the “right” calls to the “right” 
people at the “right” time.

Create Schedules
Use the Quantify Configuration app to create and manage schedules.

To create a QM Schedule:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and 
System Configuration permissions).

2. Go to Configuration > QM Admin > Setup Schedule

3. Select the Schedule Criteria as needed — see “Schedule Criteria”:

• Standard Fields: General criteria (such as date range) to define the calls 
for this schedule.

• Advanced Fields: Detailed search criteria to filter your calls even 
further.

4. Once you’ve set your criteria, click the Preview button to review your 
schedule. You can then make any changes you need to. This can help to 
eliminate errors and avoid conflicts in your criteria.

5. When you’re done, enter a Name for your schedule (if you haven’t done 
that already), and click the = Save icon to save the schedule. 

To “use” the schedule, you assign it to one or more QM Managers, see 
“Assign Schedules”.

QM Administrator

This topic is designed for
QM Administrators.
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Schedule Criteria

Standard Fields

Schedule Name Enter a short, descriptive name for your schedule.

Date Range Set a general date range to select calls from. This field also effectively defines how often the schedule is applied 
to a QM Manager — daily, weekly, every two weeks, monthly.

Spread Calls * Tick this option to select calls from across the entire date range (that match the schedule criteria).
Untick this option to select the first calls found (that match the schedule criteria).

Include Evaluated Calls Select which calls to include in the schedule:
• Not Evaluated: Only include calls that have never been evaluated
• Evaluated Once: Only include calls that have been evaluated once.
• Evaluated More Than Once: Only include calls that have been evaluated more than once.
• Any: Include any calls, whether they have been evaluated or not.

Schedule Type 

Calls Per Agent

The Schedule Type and Calls Per Agent fields are used in combination with each other to define the number of 
calls to select for evaluation:
Schedule Type > Agent: In Calls per Agent, enter the number of calls to select for the specified agents (either All 
Agents or a “specific agent”). Click the Ì button to add the criteria — you can add multiple individual agents. 
Note that when you assign the schedule to a QM Manager, only those agents in the manager’s team/department 
will be used.
Schedule Type > Department/Team: In Calls per Agent, enter the number of calls to select per member of the 
specified department/team. Click the Ì button to add the criteria — you can add multiple teams/departments. 
Note that when you assign the schedule to a QM Manager, only the manager’s teams/departments will be used.
Schedule Type > Sampled: In Calls per Agent, enter the number of calls to sample from the specified department/
team (random selection). Click the Ì button to add the criteria — you can add multiple teams/departments. 
Note that when you assign the schedule to a QM Manager, only the manager’s teams/departments will be used.

* Note that selecting this option can increase the time taken to run a schedule when a QM Manager opens QM.

Advanced Fields

Additional Criteria * Select a database field to search and click + Add Criteria to add the search criteria to the schedule. You will also 
need to select or type the data to search for. Note that you can also use the “%” wildcard character to broaden 
your criteria, if needed.
You can add as many criteria as you need to, but remember to avoid conflicts which could result in incorrect or 
empty schedules.

* Note that selecting multiple criteria and/or using wildcards can increase the time taken to run a schedule when a QM Manager opens QM.
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Assign Schedules
To automatically select and assign calls for evaluation in Quantify QM, you need to assign your schedules to your QM Managers. 
Each schedule can only be assigned to one QM Manager, but you can assign multiple schedules to an individual manager if 
needed. 

To assign a schedule to a QM Manager:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions).

2. Go to Configuration > QM Admin > Setup Schedule

3. Select the QM Schedule you want to assign from the Schedule Name drop-down list. 

4. In the Action panel, select the QM Manager from the menu and then click OK to assign the schedule.

Once a schedule has been assigned to a QM Manager, whenever they login to Quantify QM the schedule will be “run” and calls 
selected and assigned to them for evaluation. This is covered in detail in the “Perform Evaluations” Quick Question topic.
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Manage Schedules

To review and manage your schedules:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management and System Configuration permissions).

2. Go to Configuration > QM Admin 

3. To review your schedules, go to Assigned Schedules:

• Use the schedule list to review who schedules are assigned to, and the calls outstanding (if applicable).

• If needed, use the Evaluator drop-down menu to filter the schedule list. 

• To make changes to a schedule, you can double-click the schedule to go to the Setup Schedule screen (see below).

4. To manage your schedules, go to Setup Schedule:

• To update a schedule, select the schedule from the Schedule Name drop-down list, make your changes, and click the 
= Save icon to save the schedule.

• To assign, unassign, reassign, or delete a schedule, select the appropriate option in the Action panel and click OK to 
make the change.
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